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Lii Lawyer Directory includes lawyers who have claimed their profiles and are actively looking for clients. Find more Cleveland Lawyers in Justia Legal Services and Lawyers Directory, which includes profiles of more than one million lawyers licensed to practice in the United States, in addition to legal aid
profiles, pro bono and legal services organizations. Lawyers - Complaints and updates full profiles for free! Skip to The Main Content Skip to Main Content For the New President of the Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Association, next year will include ongoing efforts on surrounding diversity and inclusion,
and putting the action behind those words. That means capitalizing on the dynamics that have grown in recent years in the nonprofit law association, said Ian Friedman, president of cmba for 2019-2020. We dealt with problems from all directions. We are aware of the problems, benefits and history. We're
going to put it in play this year, Friedman said. What will be different this year is the focus will not be on the discussion, but more in implementation. This perspective is not intended to discount the efforts that preceded it, but rather to build on them. CMBA has long sought to address and improve diversity
in this legal market. While there has been some improvement in the last decade or so, it's come at a snail's pace. A 2016 CMBA study found that the profession in northeast Ohio remains largely populated by white men, especially in partner and senior leadership positions. A separate analysis of Crain last
year found that less than 20% of legal partners are women and barely 4% are identified as minorities. This is disappointing for such a culturally diverse market. But it's not just Cleveland struggling with diversity. According to a report from the American Bar Association last year, women make up 35% of all
U.S. lawyers and occupied just 20% of partner roles. Meanwhile, only 5% of all active lawyers identified as African-American. Another 5% were identified as Hispanic or Latino. Only 2% were Asians.The reasons why diversity lags behind in the legal profession are numerous and nuanced. The efforts of
groups such as the CMBA are often aimed at quantifying these issues and stimulating discussion of why the situation persists. Not every attempt to improve diversity in the area on the site is a smirk. One of the goals of the Cleveland 2020 Legal Inclusion Plan included the establishment of a Director of
Legal Inclusion at the CMBA. This person would travel around the country promoting the Cleveland legal market and encouraging different people to live and work in northeast Ohio to feed a number of law firms and in-house legal departments gradually leveling diversity scales.Companies and law firms
seemed interested. But as the nonprofit sought a financial commitment from these groups to fund the position - she wanted to to cover the position salary for two years plus a healthy travel budget, which was hoped to be spread over 40 donors - slightly more than half of the organizations that needed to
actually pass. Although the plan fizzed without a buy-in, CMBA Chief Executive Rebecca Ruppert McMahon said companies and lawyers still ask about the plan and where it stands. So we know the buzz is still out there, McMahon said. Prior to Friedman at CMBA, he was an assistant to American lawyer
Marlon Primes, the group's first African-American president. During his tenure, Primes established a memorandum of understanding with the Local Affinity and Minority Bar Association - including the Asian American Bar Association in Ohio, the Norman S. Minor Bar Association, the Ohio Hispanic Bar
Association and the South Asian American Bar Association in Ohio - formalizing the goal of working together on diversity issues. Just as Friedman and cmba step toward the next steps, the organization will be trying to band along with other minority bars. We are increasingly deliberate in our efforts to be
inclusive across all spectrums, Friedman said. But Marlon helped us focus on how critically important this value is, and helped us bring more attention to the tot topic. Working with local minorities and affinity bar associations, the CMBA intends to overhaul its judge evaluation process through the
Judge4Yourself initiative, which will culminate in an impartial report on judicial nominees for Cuyahoga County and ohio supreme court. The Group shall review new training procedures for volunteers carrying out such evaluations. Part of this training will focus on unconscious bias. So here are some
specific tools that you can use individually when you're in the role of interviewer, so you're aware of potential blind spots and prejudices and you can use this new process to more effectively evaluate judges, McMahon said. CMBA is engaging the Greater Cleveland Partnership, which conducts annual
diversity and inclusion surveys with its partner organizations, to collaborate on ongoing surveys as an extension of what the CMBA is already doing. In addition, the CMBA will host its third Midwest Diversity Career Fair in August, to be co-hosted by the Midwest Region's National Black Law Students
Association. The intention of this fair is to bring diverse lawyers fresh from school and potential lateral in this market, potentially from anywhere in the US. There's still the overall goal of growing membership – which is always necessary to gather the diverse thought school the organization needs as the
voice of the legal community. The group is north of 5,000 members today, which is about steady from this point last year. There is an inner hope that Friedman's presence as president helps further convey diversity in legal disciplines wants to appeal. He said the misconception persists that the CMBA is
right there to support lawyers from the corporate world. But Friedman, a founding partner of small criminal defense law firm Friedman &amp; Nemecek LLC and an adjunct professor at Cleveland-Marshall College of Law, where he teaches his course on cybercrime, certainly doesn't fit that bill. Friedman
also emphasized a one-bar mentality, which means he represents all walks of law at the CMBA in addition to different races and genders, from in-house counseling to solo physicians to law students and nonpracticing attorneys, all while helping support all of them through education and seminars and
connecting attorneys with peers and mentors who could help them. All these efforts are part of the ongoing new CMBA boot camp. Indeed, it's a simple theme this year to better professions and know when we're done the next generation will get better than we had, Friedman said. That's what it's all about.
Whether in northeast Ohio or across the industry, it's hardly a secret that diverse representation in business law continues to be abysmal. However, a new partnership between the Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Association and some minority bars is designed to help address this ongoing problem.
Stakeholders hope that cooperation will not only strengthen their ranks with practicing lawyers from different backgrounds, but encourage others to live and work in this market – and perhaps even encourage other minorities to continue their careers in law. Earlier this month, the CMBA and four local
minority bars signed a memorandum of understanding that formalizes several initiatives that have been under discussion for some time. The signatories are the Asian American Bar Association in Ohio, the Norman S. Minor Bar Association, the Ohio Hispanic Bar Association and the South Asian
American Bar Association in Ohio. As part of the partnership, cmba will open its space for these organizations during normal business hours. This in itself provides each minority bar with storage space, access to CMBA records and, most importantly, the correct postal address (minority bars do not have
physical location and rely on p.o. boxes). Groups will also share access to each other's membership bases at cross-support events. The entire initiative was largely spearheaded by Assistant U.S. Attorney Marlon Primes, the first African-American president of the CMBA. MEMBERSHIP in the CMBA has
decreased in recent years. In 2015 it was almost 6,000 people, but today it is about 5200. A much smaller number are expected in minority bars, often a maximum of several dozen. The Norman S. Minor Bar, though not the first African-American legal organization in Cleveland, is the first true AfricanAmerican bar association on the market. Its ranks ranged from 60 to 80 members in recent years. Groups like this formed specifically to support and address the needs of lawyers from minority backgrounds. Current President Valissa Turner Howard, the first deputy inspector general and chief diversity
officer at the Cuyahoga County Agency's inspector general, said increasing membership, expanding the budget and ultimately improving pipeline diversity are among the group's top targets. There are still very few lawyers or law students of color who attend most bars due to lack of resources
(membership price/paying for more than one bar membership), lack of time (they only have time to devote to one legal organization) and more often lack of comfort/feeling isolated (they don't want to be the only or one of the few in the room at every event), Turner said. But while this overall mission is no
different from why the organization was created in 1980, Turner suggested that such seemingly straightforward goals are becoming more challenging for a minority bar with few resources, no paid staff and no home base. She also lamented how presidents had in the past kept documents and other
historical pieces in their homes or personal offices, leading to the loss of some of those materials over the years. As a small organization with limited funding, a newly minted partnership with cmba is just what we needed to strengthen our infrastructure in the long run, Turner said. By signing this
Memorandum, we now have a space where more than 35 years of our history can be imposed on future NSMBA leaders and members, and we have limited assistance from CMBA staff for some administrative tasks. The Asian American Bar Association of Ohio has been trying to keep its ranks, with a
few years of calm since it was founded in 1992. Yet it serves a unique purpose in the market when it comes not only to supporting Asian lawyers, but also courting them to live and work in the market. We routinely interface with out-of-state candidates to think about moving to northeast Ohio, and our
presence can help a candidate know that they can adapt to our community and succeed here, said President Neil Bhagat, an in-house adviser with Progressive Insurance. We think the growing diversity in the bar ensures that the general public here has a legal community that reflects its demographics.
We expect the Memorandum of Understanding to help us increase our membership and at least raise awareness of our brand for the local legal community, he added. This should help us focus on our broader efforts to improve diversity in this market. Which is a really broader goal. According to Crain's
analysis, law firms in northeast Ohio reported that in 2018, only 4% of local corporate partners were nonwhite, a number that actually decreased slightly from the previous 10 years. A survey of the demographics of the CMBA a few years ago - one that only 20% of the firms surveyed actually responded
(the largest law firms most likely replied) – they had comparable findings. Only 15% of the 1.3 million lawyers active in 2018 have been identified as minorities, according to the American Bar Association. As the industry struggles not only to bring more diverse people into its ranks, but also to support them
on the corporate ladder of partners and leadership positions, companies are increasingly interested in different lawyers as part of their own social justice missions as well. Primes recall past CMBA diversity series event featuring lawyer abercrombie &amp;amp; Fitch Co., a struggling Ohio-based clothing
company that was lambasted when its former CEO, Michael Jeffries, said in a news story: Many people don't belong (in our clothes), and they can't belong. Are we excreted? Definitely. According to Primes, that lawyer reported the company, which has been trying to restore its image since Jeffries'
infamous 2013 remarks, was ditching law firms without various benches and taking its legal work to more widely representative firms. It's not just Abercrombie &amp; Fitch does, but a cross-section of corporations, especially those that have a diverse client base, Primes said. So it helps for law firms to
become diverse to attract business from a wide range of sources. And as we get closer to a minority country, he added, these pressures will become more severe over time.
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